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Your normal 5 feet 7th grader on his way to school, only to find Chase Young fighting the monks.

What will he do?
What will happen?

read on to find out!
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1 - The new beginning

First story so please, do give some tips.

Chapter ONE

"Crap, late for class again! I wonder what punishment will i recieve this time...." i thought, while running
towards the bus-stop.
By the way, my name is Flake, your normal 7th grader from the Southern Bridge School.. ;
Finally the bus arrived and i quickly got on, Suddenly the bus came to a sudden jerk, as i fell to the dirty,
cold hard floor.

"What the hell?.. - Ooh my god...." , everything turned brown! Yeah i mean EVERYTHING , but whats
more wierd - everyone was freezed in time .
Then a long black haired man ran pass the bus with a speed which i cannot describe, there was 3 boys
and 1 girl chasing him.
"Stop right there, Chase Young!" the small bald boy shouted, "Mantis Flip Coin!"
He took out a coin with a square hole in the middle and suddenly jumped over 12 feet high. What the..
HE actually did that?!

He had his fist ready to hit the man called Chase Young when suddenly, "Two-Ton Tunic!" the shirt of
Chase suddenly became metallic!
The bald monk quickly reacted with a "Third-Arm Sash!", the sash on his waist began moving on its own,
tieing itself on a street lamp quit far away.
"Not bad Omi , you have grown more powerful than i had expected. I spared your life at 'Pandatown' and
now i shall finish what i was supposed to do 2 months ago!"
Chase shouted with a wide cunning grin.
Something told me that Omi was going to be in grave danger. I did not think through one bit! I saw a new
gear stick .. i never seen it before, it looked unique.. I pulled out the gear stick from the bus and
somehow it
turned into a purple stick with a shiny green jewel on it, it was something engraved on it on the side of
the staff, ' Scepter of the winds'.
My mind was racing, i could only think of one thing ..- Helping Omi.
But, i had to see what this scepter could do before running to someone with a intention to kill.
'Scepter of the wind' .. i think i would try what i always dreamed of doing.. at least when i dreamt of life
as a MMORPG.......
I jumped down the entrance of the bus and ran towards the place they were fighting.
"Prepare to face your doom, Monk! Denshi Bunny!", Suddenly he turned into a lightning and begin
moving rapidly like a pinball.
The monks looked really shocked to react to him.
Hey if he is lightning, then i am the perfect counter for him. "Yo Chase !" i shouted trying to gain his
attention, waving my round.
"I command thee, Seeker of the winds!" i began waving the scepter around, to my surprise he was



actually following the movement of my scepter! Smashing the buildings, breaking windows... "What ?!
What Wu are you using, WHO is using it?!" Chase shouted mid-air.
"Hehe, I dont really know what am i doing. But one thing i learnt from science class, the friction caused
by the wind can be used to create lightnings. And that means you are under MY control now. Esplodere!
(explode in italian)"
Suddenly Chase stopped mid-air and everything exploded around him.

"Curse you, Stranger......." he said as he dissapeared into the air
"That does not make sense! We froze the time but you are moving around freely. How did you defeat
Chase like it was a piece of pie?"
Omni shooted , eyebrows crossed.
"Hey little guy, slow down. Firstly, i don't know what the hell is going on, and secondly, i used this" i
showed them my newly aquired weapon.
"Well anyway thanks for saving our butts out there, by the way im Raimundo, the bald one is Omi , the
girl Kimiko and this is Clay"
"We really could use you on the team! You just gotta let us bring you to Master Fung!" said Kimiko.

"That boy is really powerful ! He managed to seriously hurt me in just ONE hit... My pets! bring me a
Coke Light !
Chase said in this cave full of lions, jaguars, leopards and tigers which are most probably his 'pets'.
"I have been beaten once by you alone, but rest assured , I will not be striked down twice solo-ed ! "

"Master Fung! Master Fung! You gotta meet out new friend, he is extremely icy(very cool)! He defeated
Chase Young all by himself! "
Omi said running towards Master Fung.
I walked in the temple to the room Master Fung was in.
" Oh, so you are the one that has single handedly defeated Chase Young.."
"Well yeah.. i guess, its my first time doing something like that.. so yeah i dont really know."
"You must be a really experie...- Can that really be the long lost Scepter of the Winds?"
Oh yeah.. i was still holding scepter.
"Is it?"
"The Scepter which has the ability to shapeshift, or shapeshift the user has actually been found after a
3000 years..."
"Hold on old man, its 2007. What the heck are you talking about?"
"Oh....! You must be him.. the one chose to defend the world when Chase and Wuya is predicted to
release all the evil stored in the box that dashi stored
the greatest, fearsome and definately most evil monsters onto the world."

continued on chapter 2....
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2 - Legendary Wu`s

"Oh....! You must be him.. the one chose to defend the world when Chase and Wuya is predicted to
release all the evil stored in the box that dashi stored
the greatest, fearsome and definately most evil monsters onto the world." .....

Chapter TWO

"You must be the.. Hybrid Dragon! The only dragon that has all the elements!"
"Hybrid.... Dragon? What the heck is going on here, Am i being punk'd ?"
"Ah, let me explain young one. Omi is the Dragon of Water, Raimundo is the Dragon of Wind, Kimiko is
the Dragon of Fire and Clay, Dragon of Earth."
"Then i am Hybrid? What the hell does that mean?"
"That means you are able to control Water, Wind , Fire , Earth and many more elements you wish to
control."
I was shocked! I was the 'Chosen one', i mean i always dreamt of being one, so whats holding me back
now...?

"Arhh...! The itch is killing me!" a dragon came in the room, he sort of looked like Mushu from Mulan
movies.
Holy CRAP! A DRAGON, AND IT TALKED!
"Ah Dojo, what Wu is reavealing itself now?" said Master Fung.
"Its the Kuzusu Atom!"
"Oh, 2 legendary Wu's reavealing themselves in one day! Scepter of the Winds and the Kuzusu
Atom...." Master Fung said surprised.
"The Kuzusu Atom ..... what can it do?" said Omi
"Ah the deadliest of wu, second to only the sapphire dragon. It has the power to vaporize anything, even
Sheng Gong Wus"
"Alright guys! Lets go get it before Chase or Jack lays their hand on it." said Raimundo.

They got on Dojo who somehow managed to growed into a about 50` feet dragon !
They called me to get on too, if thats if i wanted...
Hmm.. Going on a adventure that has my life on the line.. while my parents are freezed in time.. Yeah i'll
do it!
I got on dojo and we took off. 'He' took us to a Desert, making the monks scratch his back. Gross...
"Ahh, alright guys the Wu is somewhere around here. It looks like a White Flower, and you wont be able
to even spot a normal flower growing here."
Alright... it cant be THAT hard.. right? its ONLY a desert anyway...
I walked around digging up some parts of the sand.. no avail.
Then suddenly i heard a noise of some propeller and some wolf running towards me and the monks.
It was Chase and some goth looking red-head!
"What is your name 'Stranger'?" Chase asked
"Flake, what about it?"



"You have defeated me once, but i doubt it will happen twice... not with my therientrophic pets aiding
me!"
Then suddenly some sand blew away ... There it was! A white flower..Kuzusu Atom..
I ran to get it, so did Chase and Jack.
"My pets! Keep the monks and Jack busy!"
About a dozen of them surrounded the monks and about 2 of them leaped and smashed Jack's propeller
bag.
"Aw no fair !" Jack whined.
Soon me and Chase reached the flower, we both touched it at the same time.
"There is only 1 way to see who gets the Kuzusu Flower!" Chase shot at me.
Yeah.. I was thinking Rock Scizzors Paper when Omi shouted at me "Flake! Challenge him to a Xiaolin
Showdown!"
"Ok... Chase I challenge you to a Xiaolin Showdown!"
"Alright the match shall be... Hell in a Cell(WWE) ! First one to get knocked down loses!"
Clay tossed me the Mantis Flip coin, you know the coin with a square hole in the middle. "Use this!"
"Ok .. i bet this coin then..."
"Its called wager you fool, I wager my Rio Reverso! Gong Yi Tanpai!" Chase said
"Err yeah.. Gong Yi Tan Pai...?"
The earth suddenly began shaking profusely, growing into a arena with a thin layered cage of sand
around it.
Only me and Chase was inside. The monks, Chase's pets and Jack were all outside.
So yeah.. i had knock him down and i win... Ok...Here goes.
"Razor Wing!" Wow .. i did not know how did i get the names of the spells i used.
The air around chase suddenly turned a little opaque and looked like a boomerang, but MUCH more
sharper.
They began slashing chase until he used Rio Reverso.
The 'boomerang' wind dissapeared into the air.
So, now i know what Rio Reverso can do. It turns the object into its original form. Cool!
"Now its my turn!" Chase shouted, running towards me in an INCREDIBLE speed.
I hardly had time to react!
Thud! He punched me right in the gut, then following with a kick to my rib cage, bruising some of my
ribs. Argh!
"Static Charge! Shock this fool!" i said at a low volume.
"Wind, freeze yourself among Chase, create an ice cube out of him!"
Ice covered Chase, making an ice cube on him.
Then the earth beneath him began to rumble. The cloud above him began glowing yellowish.
Bam! Bam! Bam! Chase, in an ice cube was shocked by 3 continuous thunder shock.
The strong , hard ice broke after the 3 continuous thunder.
Now both of us are injured... Great, what did i get myself into ?...

continued on chapter 3....
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